We present the label-free colorimetric visualization in microfluidics using plasmon resonance on a large-area and over a wide field-of-view (>100 mm 2 ) nanohole array device called nanoLycurgus Cup Array (nanoLCA). We demonstrate the spectral detection and colorimetric sensing of static solutions of different concentrations of glycerol-water confined in parallel microfluidic channels integrated with nanoLCA. Taking advantage of the large sensor area and the colorimetric sensing capability of nanoLCA, we visualize in real-time the modulation of two immiscible solutions (water and oil), generated with integrated flow-focus microfluidics, in a label-free manner. Finite Element Method (FEM) based simulation tool (COMSOL) was used to verify the droplet formation in the microfluidics. Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) electromagnetic simulation was used to identify the resonance modes of the plasmonic sensor. Finally, we demonstrate the real-time monitoring of streptavidin-biotin biomolecular interaction with the plasmonic biosensor.
Introduction
Traditional labels such as fluorophores, chromophores, or radioactive labels are widely used in microfluidic applications to visualize flow [1] or detect the presence or concentration of relevant species [2, 3] . However, each of these labels has shortcomings including bleaching of fluorophores, non-specificity of chromophores, and steric blocking of conjugated labels [4] [5] [6] . In particular in microfluidics, labeling with multiple dyes may suffer from the low Reynolds number laminar flow and when introduced at high concentration, may alter the physical properties of the flow solution. Label-free detection based on optical techniques has revolutionized the ability to detect a broad range of biological samples such as protein-protein interaction, DNA hybridization simply based on the intrinsic dielectric permittivity of samples without the need for labeling [7] [8] [9] . In particular, label-free optical techniques such as surface plasmon resonance [10] , photonic crystal [11] , and ring resonator [12] have been integrated with microfluidics to measure the changes in the refractive index near the surface of the sensor. However, these techniques require complex instrumentation for illumination and detection such as highresolution spectrophotometer, high-intensity monochromatic light source, and prism coupling. In contrast, optical sensors consisted of nanohole array on a noble-metal film, which exhibit extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) [13] , can be used with similar sensitivity to detect the changes in the refractive index near the surface of the sensor, with the advantage of simple collinear broadband illumination and portable spectrophotometer [14] [15] [16] .
Previously, we have reported colorimetric surface plasmon resonance imaging using a nanohole array device called nanoLycurgus Cup Array (nanoLCA), in which we demonstrated high spectral sensitivity of the nanoLCA to the changes in the refractive index due to the presence of different refractive index solutions and to the surface binding of biological-relevant molecules such as protein-protein interaction and DNA hybridization [17] . Due to the unique transmission/reflection peak wavelengths of nanoLCA in the visible wavelength range, we were able to demonstrate visible colorimetric changes simply due to the changes in the refractive index on and near the surface of the sensor upon the changes of the presence or the concentration of the sample of interest. this work, we extended the capability of nanoLCA to on-chip applications by integrating relevant microfluidic designs, such as parallel flow channels and droplet generator, and by demonstrating colorimetric visualization of static and transient dynamics of optically-transparent solutions, which previously could not be visualized in a colorimetric manner.
Materials and methods

Fabrication and microfluidic integration of nanohole sensor
The fabrication of the nanoLCA has been described in detail elsewhere [17] and in the Supporting Information. The nanoLCA has a periodicity of 350 nm and hole diameter of 100 nm, coated with 90 nm of Au and 9 nm of Ti for adhesion. The master mold with microfluidic design is designed using computer-aided design software and fabricated using stereolithography and the microfluidic design was replicated onto PDMS using traditional soft lithography method (Fig. 1A1) . Since the PDMS-based microfluidic device comes into contact with the gold-coated surface of nanoLCA, the traditional bonding technique of oxygen plasma treatment is not sufficient to create a strong bond between the two substrates. The integration of the nanoLCA with the microfluidic device was accomplished using a ''stamp and stick'' method [6, 18] , which utilizes a UV-curable optical adhesive to act as an adhesive layer between the PDMS-based microfluidic device and the nanoLCA substrate ( Fig. 1A2-A4) . A thin layer of UV-curable optical adhesive (Norland 61, Norland Products, NJ, USA) is formed on a flat substrate by spin-coating at 6000 rpm for 120 s. The PDMS mold with microfluidic design is brought into contact with the thin layer of UV-curable polymer adhesive for 30 s. Then the PDMS substrate with microfluidic design is removed and subsequently brought into contact with the nanoLCA substrate. The bonded PDMS-nanoLCA substrate is exposed to UV lamp for five minutes and then placed on a hot plate set at 65°C for 12 h for adhesive aging. The bonding between the nanoLCA substrate and the microfluidic PDMS substrate has withstood flow rates up to 30 lL min À1 without any leaks or delamination and is compatible with different solvent types including mineral oil and deionized water. The UV-curable adhesive based bonding is a facile process in terms of required equipment and processing time relative to oxygen plasma treatment. A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1B . The colorimetric imaging was performed in transmission and reflection modes with using illumination provided by a halogen lamp and imaging using a 5Â objective and a CCD camera.
Static spectral and optical colorimetric characterization of microfluidic nanoLCA was performed using a parallel-channel microfluidic device bonded to the nanoLCA substrate (Fig. 1C) .
The parallel-channel design (width: 500 lm, height: 200 lm) allows for maximal area usage of the nanoLCA substrate ( Fig. 1D-G ) by accommodating multiple solutions on a single device, with minimal volume of sample needed ($100 nL).
Integration of droplet generator
After curing, the PDMS substrate was excised and the bonding surface was cleaned and protected using an adhesive tape. The fluid connection ports were created using an 18-gauge blunt-end needle. UV curable polymer-based ''stamp and stick'' method was used to bond the PDMS device to the nanoLCA. Prior to the adhesion step, the contact surface of the nanohole array substrate was rinsed with isopropanol and deionized water twice and then dried with Nitrogen gun. In addition, the PDMS substrate and the rinsed nanohole array substrate were further cleaned with oxygen plasma for 1 min. Two syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus, MA, USA) were used to perfuse the two solutions (oil and water) into the microfluidic device at a rate of 10 lL min À1 (water) and 5 lL min À1 (oil). At steady state, water-in-oil droplets were generated at a rate of approximately 1 Hz.
Immobilization of biotinylated thiol
For streptavidin-biotin experiments, 33 mM of biotinylated thiol (Nanoscience, Phoenix, AZ) solution in anhydrous ethanol was flowed into the microfluidic nanohole array sensor overnight to form a self-assembled monolayer. After the incubation, the microfluidic channel was rinsed with ethanol and water twice, and after rinsing, a control spectrum was measured using phosphate buffered solution as a blank. Streptavidin solution was flowed in the microfluidic channel as the time-trace measurement commenced.
Results and discussion
Electromagnetics numerical simulation
In order to understand the plasmonic resonance property of the nanoLCA biosensor 3D-FDTD electromagnetic simulation has been performed by using FDTD software package from Lumerical Solutions.
The total simulation region was set to 350 nm Â 350 nm Â 800 nm. The modeling of nanostructure was based on the observation of SEM images of nanoLCA device. The periodicity of the nanohole array was 350 nm. The diameter of nanohole at the top surface and the depth of the hole were taken as 200 and 500 nm respectively. The sidewall slew rate was 85°. The cross-section of simulation model is schematically shown in the Supplementary Information. The boundary conditions in x and y directions were set to be periodic to present the array effect of nanoLCA device. The perfect matching layer (PML) was applied in z-directional boundary condition to minimize the simulation error from boundary reflection. The x-axis polarized plane wave was set to propagate normal to the substrate (-z direction). The mesh size was set to be 1.5 nm in order to minimizing the stair-case and dispersion error. The simulation results is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2A and B depicts the simulated and experimental transmission spectra of nanoLCA sensor immersed with three different dielectric materials (air, water and oil) and the cross-sectional electric and magnetic fields of cup-shaped nanostructure at resonance peaks. Overall the simulated result predicts very well with experimental data. The major difference is the absence of first resonance peak with water and oil (461 nm in water and 479 nm in oil) in the experimental spectra. The x-directional electric field (E x ) at those wavelengths in Fig. 2C shows clearly these two resonance peaks come from Fabry-Perot modes inside nanocavity. The possible reason why it does not show in experiment is the presence of sidewall nanoparticles, which significant alter the boundary conditions and destroy the formation of Fabry-Perot confined mode. Another minor difference is the peak shift of the second resonance peaks with water and oil when comparing simulated (k = 506 nm in water and 520 nm in oil) and experimental (k = 513 nm in water and 539 nm in oil) data. From the absolute value of E x in Fig. 2C the enhanced field is confined inside the rim of Au nanohole. As a result, the origin of these two modes can be attributed to localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The variation of resonance peak position in experiment compared to the simulation is reasonable due to the fabrication variance between the simulation model and actual device. The two modes with air (k = 496 and 541 nm) as superstrate are merged into one resonance peak in experiment (k = 527 nm). The peak at k = 496 nm can also be attributed to LSPR modes from the absolute value of E x in Fig. 2C . Nevertheless, the peak at k = 541 nm as well as the third peak in water and oil cases (k = 612 nm in water and 641 nm in oil) is related to surface-plas mon-resonance-Bloch-wave (SPP-BW) by the observation of z-directional electric field (E z ) and y-directional magnetic distribution (H y ). A theoretical approximation of the peak wavelength in a nanohole array due to surface-plasmon-polariton-Bloch-wave
, where p is periodicity of the nanohole array, i and j are the scattering orders, e m and e d are the dielectric constants of the metal and the dielectric solution respectively [19] . Similar peaks have been observed in nanohole array devices with comparable array dimensions [20, 21] and the peaks were assigned to the two resonance modes k (1,0) of the surface plasmon-polariton-Bloch wave generated in the nanohole array from the metal-solution interface.
Optical characterization
To characterize the spectral sensitivity of nanoLCA, different concentrations of glycerol diluted in deionized water (water only, 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% v/v) were prepared to generate solutions with different refractive index and each solution was perfused into a different parallel channel on top of the nanoLCA. Transmission spectrum of each concentration solution confined in a channel was measured using a multispectral optical imaging system [22] , which utilizes a wavelength-controllable monochromatic light source (k = 400-800 nm, Dk = 1 nm) and a monochromatic camera synchronized with the light source. With increasing refractive index (i.e. increasing glycerol concentration), the second peak wavelength around 600 nm red shifts, that is, it shifts to longer wavelengths (Fig. 3A) . That red shift is expected from the above surface-plasmon-polariton-Bloch-wave (k SPP-BW ) equation, which indicates the increase of dielectric constant of the dielectric material will give rise to an increase in the wavelength of SPP-Bloch wave. The sensitivity was calculated by measuring the change in the wavelength of the second intensity peak Dk ð Þ as the refractive index of the glycerol solution was changed (Dn) (Fig. 3B) [14, 16, 23] . The figure of merit (FOM), a metric for comparing sensing performance of plasmonic sensors, is calculated as
, where Dw is the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the resonance peak. The FOM for the gold-coated nanoLCA used in the experiment is 3.3 with a FWHM of 75 nm.
Colorimetric plasmonic imaging
Due to the fact that the change in the transmission peak wavelengths of nanoLCA, in response to the change of refractive index, is in the visible wavelength range (k = 400-800 nm), there is a corresponding change in the color appearance of the transmitted light. This phenomenon was utilized previously by capturing color images and correlating the intensity change of RGB channels of the images with the change in refractive index [17] . In this work, we utilized simple collinear illumination in transmission and reflection modes to colorimetrically detect the change in refractive index. Each of the microfluidic nanoLCA channels filled with glycerol solution was illuminated by a halogen lamp collimated with a condenser lens and imaged using a 5Â objective lens coupled to a color CCD camera (Olympus, PA, USA). Fig. 3C and E shows cropped region from the obtained optical image of the microfluidic nanoLCA channel for each concentration of glycerol solution, from transmission and reflection modes respectively. In transmission mode, the color appearance changes from green to red as the refractive index increases (i.e. glycerol concentration increases), which agrees with the spectral measurement. For each image (i.e. one concentration/one refractive index), we extracted red, green, and blue (RGB) channels and for each color channel, we computed the average of the normalized intensity (normalized by total intensity, e.g. for red channel, R norm ¼
Rraw RrawþGrawþBraw
) of four separate regions from the image. Fig. 3D shows the normalized intensity of red and green channels extracted from optical transmission images versus the change in refractive index. Consistent with the red shift from the spectral measurements, the normalized intensity of red channel increased and the normalized intensity of green channel decreased with increasing refractive index. The colorimetric sensitivity of R and G channels are 1.18 RIU À1 and À1.11 RIU
À1
, respectively. That is, for a change of 0.01 refractive index unit, there is approximately 1% increase and decrease of normalized intensity of R and G channels. This is slightly lower than the bulk sensitivity characterized in a similar nanohole array device (periodicity: 420 nm, diameter: 225 nm) [21] ; however, this may be due to differences in the optical detection setup and the larger periodicity of the array, which increases the bulk sensitivity [20, 24] . In the reflection mode (Fig. 3F) , we observed the colorimetric response to change in refractive index in a reciprocal manner to that of the transmission mode, that is the minimum intensity wavelength in transmission coincides with the maximum intensity wavelength in reflection mode [25] . With increasing refractive index, in reflection mode, there was a decrease in the normalized intensity of R channel and an increase in the normalized intensity of G channel. The calculated colorimetric sensitivity in reflection mode was À1.15 RIU À1 and 1.01 RIU À1 for R and G channels respectively.
Optical colorimetric sensing of different refractive index solutions on nanoLCA was possible due to the fact that the change in peak wavelength is within the visible wavelength range, specifically in the green-red range. Other nanohole array devices have been reported with similar optical changes in the visible and near-infrared wavelength range [26] [27] [28] . However, due to limitations such as peak wavelength shift in near-infrared wavelength range, small sensor area (15 lm by 15 lm only), or single wavelength light source (intensity variations only), spectral/colorimetric changes due to changes in refractive index and spatial localization of the spectral changes cannot be simultaneously visualized using existing optical microscopy systems and instead requires custom illumination set up and high magnification objective (e.g. 100Â). In contrast, nanoLCA devices have been fabricated with a minimum sensor area of 1 cm Â 1 cm, which contains up to 2.8 million individual nanocups with a periodicity of 350 nm. The large sensor area combined with sensitive colorimetric sensing in the visible wavelength range enables real-time colorimetric sensing over wide field-of-view with spatial localization of micro-macro fluidic dynamic on top of the nanoLCA. 
Plasmonic imaging of droplet formation
To demonstrate real-time colorimetric sensing and spatial localization of different refractive indices with nanoLCA, we chose two solutions (water and mineral oil) due to the large difference in refractive index (n = 1.332 and n = 1.467) and the immiscibility between the two solutions. These solutions are widely used in droplet formation with water in dispersed phase and oil in continuous phase [29, 30] . Optical images of the two solutions on nanoLCA showed the expected red shift appearance in the transmission mode and the blue shift appearance in the reflection mode due to the increase in refractive index (Fig. 4A) . The red shift in transmission mode is confirmed with the measured transmission spectra of the two solutions, where the transmission spectrum of water has an intensity peak at 589 nm and that of oil has an intensity peak at 635 nm. To spatially modulate the two immiscible solutions, we fabricated a microfluidic device with flow focusing geometry to generate water droplets in oil emulsion (Fig. 4B) with the flow focus junction placed on the nanoLCA. Fig. 4C shows the close up view of the water inlet channel and the two oil inlet channels at the flow focusing junction on nanoLCA. Note that in this reflection image the contrast in the color appearance of the two immiscible solutions is apparent and the interface between the two appears as dark regions. The two solutions were perfused into the microfluidic device using two syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus, MA, USA) at a rate of 10 lL min À1 (water) and 5 lL min À1 (oil), and at steady state, water-in-oil droplets were generated at a rate of approximately 1 Hz. Fig. 4D shows a series of time lapsed images of generated water-in-oil droplets traversing across a selected region on nanoLCA (see the recorded movie in Supporting Information). Due to the large sensor area, the entirety of the generated droplet can be visualized at relatively high temporal resolution. More importantly, the difference in refractive index of the water droplet in oil emulsion can be visualized in real-time as the water droplets wetted the surface of nanoLCA as they traveled toward the outlet. Upon closer inspection, we observed partial wetting at the leading edge of the water droplet where there were green streaks trailing the droplet edge, indicating the gradual displacement of oil molecules by the water molecules as the droplet wets the surface. Likewise, the observed green streak inside the droplet away from the edge of the droplet was due to a thin layer of oil that was trapped on the surface of nanoLCA. This demonstrates the high sensitivity to the refractive index of the solution immediately adjacent to the surface where the evanescent field penetrates approximately 200-300 nm into the dielectric medium [31] .
Finite element modeling of droplet formation
In order to elucidate the droplet formations in microfluidics, we simulated the geometry and flow conditions using COMSOL. The laminar two-phase flow model with level set interface was used to simulate this periodic droplet formation. The flow is assumed to be incompressible and laminar; that is, the Reynolds number is low to moderate. The Navier-Stokes equation was solved in considering the level-set function (low reinitialization parameter for immiscible fluid). Time dependent analysis was performed to detect the volume fraction of water at certain position. The ratio of flow rate for water and oil is 2, which is consistent with experiment.
Image analysis
The colorimetric sensing of the modulation of refractive indices was quantified for green and red channels in both transmission and reflection mode measurements (Fig. 5) . In transmission mode, the red shift of the peak wavelength with the increase in the value of refractive index (from water to oil) can be observed as an increase in the intensity of the red channel and a decrease in the intensity of the green channel ( Fig. 5A and B) . Conversely, in reflection mode, the intensity of red channel decreases with an increase in refractive index (from water to oil), and the intensity of green channel increases accordingly (Fig. 5C and D) . The difference in the colorimetric sensitivity between the transmission mode and reflection mode may be due to the stronger SPP coupling on the metal-solution side when illuminated from the solution side (reflection mode); similar observations have been when the two modes were compared in nanohole arrays [25, 32] . This modulation of two immiscible solutions can be colorimetrically distinguished and spatially localized with in the field of view of the objective lens; specifically the outline of the droplet and the surface wetting of the droplet are visible. The colorimetric sensing capability of microfluidic nanoLCA over long term time traces of modulation showed consistent and robust results. The COMSOL simulation verified this periodic phenomenon by detecting the volume fraction of water at a certain position (1250 lm away from the inlet of water).
Because of the refractive index difference between these two immiscible liquids, they can be distinguished periodically from the change in color.
Kinetics of biomolecular binding on plasmonic nanohole sensor
In order to demonstrate the kinetic measurement of biomolecule interaction on the surface of nanohole array, we used streptavidin-biotin binding as a model system. Streptavidin-biotin has one of the highest known affinity (K a $ 10 15 M
À1
), which has been exploited to functionalize biomolecules such as proteins, nuclei acids, antibodies, and synthetic particles such as magnetic beads [33, 34] . For the kinetic measurements, we utilized a 200 nm fluorescently labeled microsphere (Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN) coated with streptavidin, which allowed us to confirm the presence of the streptavidin with fluorescence imaging. To functionalize the surface of the nanohole array sensor, we immobilized biotinylated thiol, which formed a self-assembled monolayer with the biotin moiety directed away from the surface. The streptavidin solution was flowed into the microfluidic channel using a syringe pump with controllable flow rate and the time trace measurement of the light spectrum was continually recorded for a period of up to 1 h. Fig. 6 show the typical sensorgram with the association and ) for BSA. The rate constants are found to be order of magnitude higher than similar binding reported using EOT devices [33] suggesting higher surface coverage on the present biosensor (nanoLCA devices).
Further, we quantitatively extract the effective streptavidin layer thickness, d p using the expression Dk = mDn ð1 À e À2dp =L d Þ, where m = bulk sensitivity of the device, Dn is the change in refractive indices between protein and buffer, and L d is the decay length of surface plasmon of the biosensor into the solution, which is measured to be 132 nm for the present work. If we consider the refractive index of protein to be 1.5, the effective protein thickness is calculated to be 3.0 nm, which agrees well with the SA monolayer thickness reported in the literature [35] [36] [37] .
Conclusion
The implication of this colorimetric visualization of aqueous-based and non-aqueous-based solutions is direct observation of fluid phenomena such as laminar or turbulent flow and mixing without the need for the addition of contrast agent. In addition, due to the high colorimetric sensitivity to the refractive index of the nanoLCA, the use of a spectrometer or other complex instrumentation is not required to detect the optical changes within the fluid flow. Applications such as droplet generation for discretize reaction or droplet-based detection, microfluidic nanoLCA can be used to monitor the kinetics of the ongoing reaction within the droplet. Given the ease of fabrication and integration of nanoLCA with microfluidics, the device the promising as a portable colorimetric on-chip biosensors platform. 
